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About This Game

my granddad came home from the war a changed man. he was bitter, quick to anger and aggressive. he'd grown to hate animals
too. should a dog yap, he'd rush to kick it.

how does one discuss such a person without being exploitative? perhaps we frame him as a product of external forces, a war
perhaps, in effect making him blameless. I like to remember him with the aphorism, "you can't kick every barking dog."

Pink Gator is a good name for a band I reckon. Stuck for a band name? Go on, call yourselves Pink Gator, I don't
mind. Or Panda Punch. Something involving animals at least.

Features:

Full colour

Interactive menu

Bosses and enemies

Sophisticated Mode7 & effects

Lots of noise
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Battery-backed memory saves the extraordinary progress of our young heroine

Excellent fun for one player

"Get ready for the ride of your life"
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Title: Dujanah
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
J. King-Spooner
Publisher:
erm...
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 1.4GHz processor or faster

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated graphics should be fine

Storage: 986 MB available space

English
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Dreamlike claymation figures and a weird soundscape combine in this unique piece of work from artist and game designer Jack
King-Spooner.

Dujanah is beautiful, unsettling and deeply original.. I don't know how to describe this game, but it's really good so far. It's
completely unique and full of love.. My husband turned into a spider. Typical.. Dujanah is a game about the exploration of the
mind of a woman who lost her loved ones. It is experimental and philosophical, funny and kind. The fantastic music is a
soothing layer to the overall strange atmosphere. And the clay art style is original and fitting.
I would really advise you to try this one out.. Dujanah is a short game. It’s a weird game. It’s a game I don’t understand. I don’t
honestly know how much I like it. But I came away knowing one thing: Dujanah is utterly singular and unlike any other game
I’ve ever played.

Dujanah is a simple game with a simple premise. You play as a woman looking for her husband and daughter. The art is strange
and jarring, and the music is bizarre and brilliant. You talk to NPCs who tell you long stories about their life, or maybe you get
in a brief fight with a sand worm. It's a game about death, a subject Jack King-Spooner has dealt with intimately as well in
Beeswing. But it's also a game about wanting, about vengeance, about grief, and about spiders.

The world and internal logic of Dujanah is so unique and surprising that I constantly felt on edge. Still, parts of Dujanah fall
horribly flat; there are some mini-games that last far too long to be worth the process, and its attempts at humor can be truly
awful, being needlessly obscene. Which is strange, because Dujanah excells at subtlety. There are sections of dialogue and little
quips from characters that come off masterfully (a particular conversation in this game is one of my favorite moments in any
game I've played). The game comes off as tone deaf at times.

Dujanah is like Trout Mask Replica or the art of Jean-Michel Basquiat; I don’t know how much I like it or understand it, but it
needs to exist. They say things that are unique and subversive in ways I cannot expect other art to be. They are polychromatic,
shocking, often beautiful and repulsive in the same breath. Dujanah confuses me and upsets me, but I cannot help but respect it
and look at it with utter fascination and respect.
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I often wonder why cinema can make me feel such a wide range of emotions while games struggle to break out of the usual
action / exploration / puzzling feelings. This game makes a great attempt to break that.

I don't know if you will love this game as I loved it, but you should give it a chance for the courage that it takes to make a game
like this in the first place.

If you desire something different, play this.. Beautiful like nothing else. Absolutely worth your time.. i think this is my first
review of any game and want to say
i only played a few minutes but love it already

 has anyone else got the video on the beginning of the game where the creator says it is about catharsis ? . Weird claymation,
moody soundtrack, bleak dialogue—this game has it all. A magical experience.. I did not play too much, but my fisrt impression
is JUST GREAT!
Music, design, storytelling and everything is wonderful!
The language barrier does not allow me to say something more specific, but i hope you got what i meant
Thank you very much for this game, Jack
. WHAT THE ACTUAL - in a good waay

I wasn't aware of Jack's earlier works and I bought the game after seeing a brief peek in a czech videogame YT show.

Couldn't be more happy.

Dunajah combines so many things, funny, truly subversive, profound and emotional in an exquisitely unique assemblage of clay-
punk-magical-glitch-realism package (let's adopt the term, haha) and most importantly - PULSS IT OFF.

Combining reflection on videogame stereotypes, archaic interfaces, geopolitics, references to Trump, other games, Žižek (at
least I think - the sniff sniff spider in the cave), philosophy (very thoughtful sequence discussing consciousness and death)
seems like a recipe for disaster, but it comes out as coherent, and - importantly - emotional work of art. You're tasked with
finding your loved ones inside a world where fantasy, dream and reality merge and mash, with originality that's miles beyond
most of indie would-be art titles. Clay and physically made player and NPC figures, analog and digital alterations, and god - that
great soundtrack.

Dujanah is somewhat simple in it's "gaming" part (just a reminder for those misguided who think that exploratory games are not
games), but that DOES NOT MATTER for it's artistic vision is so strong it will surely stand a test of time.

Get it. Just. Get. It..
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